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ABSTRACT
Kamara, Willie Kim. M.S., Department of Economics, Program in Social and Applied
Economics, Wright State University, 2000. Economic Impact of Wright State University
International Students on the Dayton Local Economy for the Academic Year 1997-1998.

This study, the Economic Impact of Wright State University International Students on the
Dayton Local Economy, examines the financial contributions of international students at
both the graduate and undergraduate level to the Dayton area. The study was conducted
in the fall of 1998 among 120 students drawn from Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
The study agrees with similar research findings. International students are a source
of economic benefits in the regions where they reside. International students at Wright
State University received grants and income from Dayton area residents. Consequently, it
recommends that universities should take steps to recruit and retain foreign students.
Retention is most likely if universities charge lower tuition, lower fees, expand
their academic programs, or partner with businesses to ensure that international students
experience the practical effects of the studies they undertake.
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1.

AN OVERVIEW

Asa S. Knowles (1977), noted that international educational exchange means broadly the
movement of persons across national boundaries for educational purposes. Those involved
in this exchange are students, scholars, and specialists representing a range of interests and
expertise. Every country of the world participates in this academic exchange, and much
benefit is derived by all participants ( Knowles, p. 1505).
According to International Review. Nieman. Vol.Vii. Spring. (1997), “This flow of
students and scholars along with the emerging global

economy, and

growing

interdependence among nations, is altering higher education as we know it. Faculties
themselves are today becoming ever more international in character. Curricula are being
revised to include an international dimension”(Nieman 1997).
According to Nieman, the world in general and the educational world in particular
are undergoing extraordinary change. Quoting Paige (1990) Nieman notes that the flow of
international students is a very dynamic aspect of a world in transition. Few nations in the
world are unaffected by the movement of international students across national boundaries.
There were 452,000 international students in the United States in 1994-95; there were
58,000 visiting scholars (Open doors 1994-95). “These numbers represent a 1200 percent
increase since 1954, and a 32 percent increase in the last ten years’ (open doors 1994-95).
Several reasons can be advanced for the movements of students, scholars, and
specialists across the globe. Chief among them is the “quest for knowledge and the desire

for cultural experiences,” (Clark and Neave 1992). Nieman agrees with this view when he
states that foreign students come to the United States to continue their education for a
variety of reasons. "They come for the high quality of education, "Cutting edge" research,
the prestige of an American degree, solutions to home country problems, the opportunity to
perfect English as the scientific technical language of the world, and the (lingua franca) for
many purposes. In turn, they expect to work hard and earn their degree, to be able to share
different perspectives and knowledge, and to not be Americanized at the expense of their
home culture" (Nieman 1997).
Although Nieman does not expand on the many reasons why foreign students prefer
American colleges and universities, it can be argued that because U.S. schools accord great
priority to curriculum review, lapses in academic programs are corrected to remain current.
Financial contributions by industry and different federal, state and local government
agencies enable U.S. colleges to research into various issues plaguing the economy, world
health, and the survival of industrial establishments. By participating in these research
programs, foreign students are able to develop problem-solving skills that would facilitate
upward mobility in their respective countries.
In an interview with a student from United Arab Emirates, Will Lester of the
Associated Press found another reason: “U.S. degrees are the most marketable aside from
those obtained in the United Kingdom. Living conditions are much better, leading to a
continuous increase in the number of students studying in the United States from other parts
of the world”(Lester.p.27a 1998).
Because American schools must stay competitive, no stone is left unturned to see

that libraries are supplied with current publications, research laboratories are regularly
revamped.

Consequently, foreign students are guaranteed quality education, the main

reason why they consider it prestigious to obtain a university degree from the United States.
A final reason deals with the fact that English remains the language of business all over the
world because of U.S. dominance in world events. By interacting with the communities in
which they reside, foreign students not only perfect their comprehension in the language,
but develop long lasting friendships which impact their professional and academic careers
on their return to their respective countries. Their fluency in the English language gives
them an edge over their colleagues in their communication with business associates and
academic colleagues across the globe.
Besides these benefits to foreign students, the effects of the presence of foreign
students on institutions of higher education are tremendous. They enrich the schools in
which they reside through the cultures they represent and the academic pursuits for which
they have been admitted. It is also argued that foreign students bring tremendous economic
benefits to the cities in which they reside. According to the International Education Fact
Sheet (Dec.7, 99),”the United States is the leading exporter of educational services in the
world. Foreign students spent $8.3 billion in the United States in 1997, according to the
Department of Commerce. This represents about 4 percent of total U.S. services exports,
making education services the fifth largest service export”(Intemational Education Fact
sheet.).
Foreign student expenditures increased 5 percent in 1997(Intemational Educator
Fact sheet). This is a conservative figure that does not take into account the economic

effects of the spouses and dependents of foreign students. The U.S. students studying
abroad spent $1.3 billion on tuition and living expenses in 1997, an 8 percent increase over
1996. Using former U.S. trade representative Mickey Kantor’s estimate that each $1 billion
in trade generates 20,000 jobs, it is estimated that over 156,000 U.S. jobs are dependent on
the expenditures of foreign students. The average foreign student spent roughly $17,200
during the 1997-1998 school year.
Foreign students often purchase American-made products on returning to their home
countries. Robert Scott, director of the Spokane Department of International Development,
noted in the Institute of International Education’s Open Doors that local companies fail to
realize international university students may be the last great untapped local economic
development resource in most communities”. Many of the United States economic
competitors are investing heavily in international education. Western Europe has recognized
that international education can play an important role in solidifying Europe’s position in
the global market. Foreign student advisers at the seven academic institutions in Spokane,
Washington, estimate that each foreign student brings in about $18,000. The resulting
economic impact from these students and from a branch campus of Mukogawa Gaiken, a
prestigious Japanese Women’s campus, is $27.6 million (International Education Fact
sheet).
In the entire 50 years of the Fulbright Program, 71,558 U.S. students and scholars
have gone abroad at a cost of only $1.8 billion, less than the cost of one B-2 bomber
(International Education Fact sheet).

2.

BACKGROUND

The United States remains the leading destination for international students. One
third of the world’s 1.5 million international students choose to study in the United States.
However, the proportion of all international students who select the United States for study
has decreased 10 percent since the early 1980s. During the 1998-1999 academic year, there
were 490,938 foreign students in the Unites States, approximately 3.0 percent of total
enrollment in U.S. colleges and universities. Two year colleges were the institution of
choice for 73,443 foreign students, an increase of 13 percent over the 1996-1997 academic
year. They brought almost $11.7 billion into the U.S. economy, making education the
United States fifth largest service sector export in 1998 (Open doors 98-99).
Of all foreign students in the U.S. in 1998-1999, 67 percent were self-sponsored or
fully funded by overseas sources. Less than one percent received primary funding from the
U.S. government, and more than three quarters (76 percent) receive most of their funding
from sources outside the United States (Open doors 98-99).
Asian students account for more than half of all the foreign students in the United
States during the 1998-1999 academic year. For example the top ten countries of origin
were (in descending order): China, Japan, Republic of Korea, India, Taiwan, Canada,
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and Mexico. In 1998-1999,California and New York lead the
nation in numbers of foreign students, with 65,292 and 51,950 respectively. Texas is third
with 32,690 (NAFSA Advocacy).

Student Exchange Programs
There were 99,448 Americans who studied abroad during the 1996-1997 academic
year. This represents an 11.4 percent increase and about one percent of undergraduates at
four-year colleges. Of U.S. students studying abroad, 54 percent engaged in overseas studies
for one semester or less and only 10 percent for an academic year. Western Europe is the
most popular destination, attracting 64.5 percent of U.S. students in 1998-1999. The top ten
origins of students during the 1998-1999 academic school year are (in descending order):
United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, France, Mexico, Australia, Germany, Costa Rica, Ireland,
and Japan (International education fact sheet p. 2 /Open doors 96/ 97).
These numbers alone would suggest that students bring tremendous economic
benefits to the cities in which they reside, including international students. It is for these
reasons that I propose this study for the Dayton area. By studying the financial contributions
of foreign students at Wright State to the Dayton area, this paper seeks to confirm this
positive role of foreign students on the economic fortunes of cities with academic
institutions.
During the four-year period (1946-49) the number of foreign students in the United
States institutions of higher learning increased from 10,300 to 25,400 (Knowles p. 1505.
1992). Factors which led to this increase of international students both in the United States
and the rest of the world include the establishment of UNESCO and the passage in the
United States of the Fullbright Act. Through this act, the U.S. committed itself to a major
effort at increasing mutual understanding that is the medium of educational exchange.
Since its beginning in 1946 over 120,000 United States and foreign participants have been

awarded grants under the Fullbright program to study, teach, research, or lecture in the
United States and abroad (Knowles p. 1506. 1992). Knowles also notes that there are three
dominant patterns of exchange activity: 1) academic exchange programs involving students,
teachers, and scholars; 2) conferences, seminars, and workshops for the exchange of ideas
and experiences; 3) technical assistance programs involving a variety of experts and
specialists in the transmission of knowledge and skills in the course of development.
Academic exchange programs are the most widely known of the exchange activities, largely
because of the vast numbers of people involved and the numerous quantitative and
qualitative studies of these programs that have been carried out (Knowles p. 1506).
In the Miami Valley area, all major institutions of higher learning have developed
academic exchange programs, involving hundreds of students from all over the world.
Although international students can register for any course of study offered by universities
here in the Miami Valley area, efforts are made to help those who have scant knowledge of
the English language in order that they do not lag behind their American counterparts. For
example, Wright State University has developed the Learning English For Academic and
Professional Purposes (LEAPP) program while the University of Dayton has a similar
program in the English as second language to facilitate quick assimilation of the foreign
students into American cultural and educational activity. The precise number of
international students at all Miami Valley area institutions of higher learning has not been
assessed by this author, but it can be said that Wright State University has 450 international
students currently, while the University of Dayton has 155 students.
Given the number of years these institutions have existed in the Miami Valley area,

it has become necessary for studies to be conducted to understand the impact of
international students on the cultural and economic life of the area. It is hoped that the
study would provide city administrators and citizens with a strong reason for encouraging
the presence of foreigners in their midst, by providing assistance to universities and colleges
in the area to facilitate the assimilation of international students.
Why Wright State University?
Established in 1964, Wright State University has had more students enroll in its
programs than any of the four-year colleges in the Miami valley area. It is equipped to
handle many more graduate programs, including doctorate degrees than such universities as
the University of Dayton, Central State, Wittenberg, Antioch University and Wilberforce
University. Consequently, the school tends to admit more international students from over
50 countries around the world. Its proximity to businesses in Dayton, provides international
students with opportunities to become acquainted with the culture and economic privileges
for which the city of Dayton is endowed.
As has been said earlier, Wright State University currently hosts 450 international
students during the 2000 academic year, the largest number in the Miami Valley area. They
are enrolled in every discipline offered by the university.
History of International Student Exchange Programs in the U.S.
Knowles notes that educational exchange as it currently exists today is very much a
product of the twentieth century. “The end of World War I, saw efforts being made by a
number of organizations to promote world peace through increased understanding among
peoples. Education was seen as a major vehicle for accomplishing these goals”(Knowles. p.

1507).

The Institute of International Education (HE), was established in 1919, in the

aftermath of World War I, by Nicholas Murray Butler, President of Columbia University,
Elihu Root, former Secretary of State, and Stephen Duggan, Sr., Professor of Political
Science at the College of the City of New York and IIE’s first President. They believed that
there could be no lasting peace without greater understanding between nations, and that
international educational exchange formed the strongest basis for fostering such
understanding. The institute was created to act as a catalyst for educational exchange. It met
a real need for a central point of contact and was source of information both for U.S. higher
education and for foreign nations interested in establishing educational relations with the
United States. During the twenties, “IIE began organized student exchanges with several
European governments. IIE President, Stephen Duggan persuaded the government to create
nonimmigrant student visas, bypassing post-war quotas set in the immigration Act of 1921.
In the thirties, IIE established the Emergency Committee to Aid Displaced German
Scholars, an important activity which eventually aided such distinguished individuals as
Martin Buber, Paul Tillich and Jacques Maritain. IIE also assisted those fleeing from
Spanish and Italian fascism. Expanding its activities outside Europe, IIE opened the first
exchanges with the Soviet Union and Latin America. In the forties, with programs designed
to counter the Axis propaganda threat, IIE began its cooperation with the predecessor
agencies of the U.S. Department of State through large-scale Latin American exchanges.
After the second World War, the Institute was instrumental in establishing what is now the
National Association of Foreign Students Advisers (NAFSA); Association o f International
Educators, the professional association of those who work for international education on

campus. In 1946, the Institute began its administration of the graduate student component of
the Fulbright program, its largest program, which is still active today. In the fifties, IIE
became increasingly involved with assisting the developing world, managing programs
concerned with public administration, food research, family planning and other
development-related fields for the countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In the
sixties, IIE established overseas offices in Asia, Africa, and Latin America to meet growing
needs for information about U.S. higher education. In the seventies, IIE undertook
administration of the Venezuelan Government’s “Grant Mariscal Ayacucho” Scholarship
Program which assisted nearly 4,000 promising young Venezuelans to study in the United
States in fields related to national development. In the eighties, taking advantage of
improving relations with Communist governments, IIE developed the U.S.-U.S.S.R. student
Exchange program in cooperation with the Soviet State Committee for public Education
and extended its educational advising services in the People’s Republic of China.’(Institute
of International Education 2000). Today, IIE is initiating programs for leaders, managers,
professors, and students in formerly Communist countries to learn about market economics
and democratic institutions. Indeed, IIE was one of the earliest organizations which set out
to promote, facilitate, and administer exchange programs between the United States and
other nations.
Academic exchange programs are the most widely known of the exchange activities,
largely because of the vast numbers of people involved and the numerous quantitative and
qualitative studies of these programs that have been conducted.The persons involved in this
exchange engage in study, teaching, or research abroad in a recognized institution of higher

learning. The duration of the exchange may be short, perhaps two or three months, or it
may involve a commitment to an academic degree program stretching over four or more
years. There has been a wealth of data published by UNESCO on exchanges. However, the
precise statistic on the number of academic personnel who have participated in this activity
remains illusive since most of the statistical compilations exclude some of the major
countries of the world. According to UNESCO (1975), in 1972, there were 30,423,000
students enrolled in post secondary education institutions throughout the world. O f this
number, 500,593 students, or 1.82 percent of the total were studying in countries other than
their own. This latter figure represents an increase over the twelve-year period from 1960 to
1972 (Knowles p. 1506).
The regional distribution of these students is worth noting. According to Knowles,
the majority studied in Europe and North America. Significantly lower in the distribution
scale in order of numbers were Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Oceania.
The UNESCO study further notes that a considerable number of students pursue their
academic careers abroad within their own region, reflecting perhaps the constraint imposed
by linguistic and economic considerations.
Impact on Colleges and Universities Today
It is quite clear from the foregoing analysis that interest in different aspects of
international education increased more rapidly toward the end of the nineteenth century in
both Europe and America. The major thrust in international educational exchanges and
study abroad came in the twentieth century; primarily, it would seem, because of a clearer
identification of such endeavors with perceived national interest and because o f consequent

governmental support. There is, to be sure, the long-standing missionary tradition of
Americans and Europeans setting up schools in various parts of the world, a tradition which
goes back to the Crusades and, even earlier supporting the philosophy that divides mankind
into the educated or civilized, and the barbarians. The U.S. perhaps is unique in the rapidity
of its evolution from the status of colony to that of national host to foreign students. By the
mid-nineteenth century, American universities were already attracting such students
(NewYork.1954). Enrolling foreign students will strengthen America’s place in the global
economy, says Joel Kotkin (Feb. 24, 1993). According to Kotkin, Americans are worried
about the growing presence of foreign students at our colleges and universities, particularly
in the scientific and engineering programs where they now account for roughly half of all
graduate students. Some critics even consider the presence in our classrooms of so much
overseas talents, largely from Asia, as little more than a form of foreign aid for our most
formidable economic competitors.
Kotkin in contrast noted that, cultivating foreign students actually is a way to shore
up our industrial and technological supremacy. In fact, the U.S. already has benefited from
its historic openness to immigration and from the appeal of its universities to students from
developing countries. According to the National Science Foundation, well over half of all
foreign graduate students in science and engineering choose to remain in the U.S. after
completing their schooling; once they have married and settled down, only a handful return
home to live (Kotkin 1993). Kotkin further said, America’s institutions of higher education
have served as incubators of this talent, and they have been enriched by it. Students from
Asia accounted for an even larger proportion of foreigners earning doctorates in natural

science and engineering. In concluding her findings, Kotkin noted that American
universities should lobby hard for ways in which their foreign graduates, particularly in
science and technology can speed up or ease their way through the often-cumbersome
immigration process. This author agrees with Kotkin when she suggests that the time has
come to realize that America’s key technological trump card is its intrinsic appeal to the
world’s best scientific and technical minds. By luring such talent to our shores, America’s
universities are simply helping the nation play its strongest hand in the new global
economy.
Besides this talent resource, according to the Buffalo News, New York (Dec.
8,1998), Stephen Dunnett, vice provost for international education, said University of
Buffalo international students pump $50 million into the local economy each year. Also he
said, there were 2,010 international students in fall of 1998, a 9.5 percent increase over
1997. On the national level, the number of foreign students attending American colleges
and universities increased by 5.1 percent in the 1997-98 school year to a total of 481,280.
Thus, economic benefits have increased.
This noteworthy financial contribution of foreign students was remarked upon by
Gary D. Carman in the Texas Business Review, 1981, when he said, foreign students help
support universities by paying tuition and fees, room and board, and buying books and
services. This author's investigation shows that foreign students especially those in graduate
school continue to impact universities today.
These students, including postdoctoral fellows not only contribute to the U.S.
research effort in graduate school, but also continue to do so after they graduate, a finding

attested to by numerous chemistry professors contacted by Chemical and Engineering
(Marchl7,1997 C&EN). According to this journal, the professors expressed that "our
experience is that virtually all foreign students stay in the U.S. and make significant
contributions to this country"(C&EN). A typical comment credited to Bruce B. Jarvis,
chairman of the department of chemistry and biochemistry at the university of Maryland,
College Park. Bruce Ganem, chairman of the chemistry department at Cornell University is
reported to have said "foreign students are not displacing U.S. students in graduate school.
Rather, they often are filling a void, and without them, “we would have difficulty finding
enough U.S. students expressing an interest in physical chemistry"(C&EN). Emily A.
Carter, professor of chemistry at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA),
believed that “there is clearly a shortage of domestic applicants of high quality. All the top
schools compete for the same groups”(C&EN). Ann B. Myers, a professor of chemistry at
the university of Rochester suggested the United States could probably fill its graduate
classes solely with U.S. citizens,” “but the average quality is greatly enhanced by admitting
some foreign students. She states “I think it is healthy for a graduate class to be composed
of a mixture of students from many cultures” (C & EN).
According to NAFSA of 1995-96, published by the National Association of
International Educators, “the majority of universities with the largest numbers of foreign
students house internationally recognized programs in science and engineering. For
example, Harvard University is at the top of the list with 2,508 foreign students. In
California, where the largest number of foreign students was based, institutions such as
UCLA-Berkeley and Los Angeles and Stanford University were among the twelve. The

total number of foreign students in California increased, while other states such as
Massachusetts, New York, and Texas saw a decrease of 11 percent. More states are
beginning to realize the impact that foreign students have on institutions and states in
helping to establish an international presence. Todd Davis, IIE’s Director of Research,
states, “Foreign students bring dollars to the campuses; foreign scholars bring connections
and expertise”(NAFSA95-96 / 50th Annual conference, Washington, D.C., May 26-29,
1998). According to Ike McDonald, director of business operations and controller at
Rockwell international, "Foreign nationals are critical to our research because some of them
are among the best to come out of school”(Intemational Educator vol. Vi. numberl p. 29.
1996). Rockwell’s research lab in Ventura County; California has 400 employees, a
significant portion of whom are foreign-bom (International Educator Volume VI, number 1
Fall 1996).
As can be noticed, while the overall foreign student total is up in 1998-99, certain
sectors of the higher education system have benefited disproportionately. Between 1993 and
1998 community college international enrollments have grown by more than 32 percent.
Enrollment growth across all types of institutions was 9.2 percent for the same period.
When examined by Carnegie Classification, most international students are enrolled in
Research 1 universities, Master’s 1 institutions and Community Colleges. In fact the
323,645 students enrolled in these institutional types constitute 65.9 percent of all U.S.
international enrollments (open doors p. 13. 98-99). Indeed, international presence varies
widely from institution to institution. New York University enrolls more international
students (4,749) than any other institution. With some exceptions the leading institutions in

terms of international enrollments tend to be located in major metropolitan area (Open
doors p. 13 98-99).
The argument presented in this chapter on the history of international education
simply stated is that international students not only impact positively on the colleges and
universities they attend, but also bring to the cities in which they reside tremendous
financial benefits.

As international commerce and communication have grown, higher

education has become increasingly international. Students across the world are on the move.
The United States is host to nearly one-third of all foreign students worldwide. “Each
academic year, more than 1,200,00 students worldwide pursue higher education outside of
their home country. More than 470,000 foreign students study in the U.S., while over
70,000 U.S. students go abroad. As for their benefits, foreign nationals benefit from the
high caliber of a U.S. education, of course, but the U.S. benefits, too”(NASFA 99-2000).
Foreign students increase diversity in the student body, and U.S. students learn about other
countries and cultures, and international students constitute a critical source of graduate
students and faculty in key areas o f world’s finest university system. Foreign students also
infuse dollars into the U.S. economy. In 1994-1995 academic year, the value of foreign
student expenditures in the U.S. was $7 billion. More than 73 percent of foreign student
funding comes from sources outside the U.S., including personal and family income and
home government funding. Foreign students boost local economies in the U.S. by
generating new jobs, depositing new money in local financial institutions such as banks, and
purchasing U.S. made products and services (Open doors 94-95 /Nieman 1997).
Every institution o f higher learning in Ohio, and the Miami Valley in particular, had a certain
proportion o f its students registered as international students. According to a survey released by the Ohio

Board o f Regents on higher education addressing the sensitive issue on foreign graduate students, “foreign
graduates students contribute mightily to O hio’s universities, research and economic developm ent and do
not appear to receive special treatment compared with their American counterparts.”

The results o f the

Ohio Board o f Regents’ survey are summarized in Tables 1 - 3.

Table 1 O hio B oard o f R egents: Foreign S tudent C ontribution from T uition an d Fees (1995-1996}

NRC

U niversity

31400
31402
31404A
31404
31405
31406
31461
31408
31410
31563
31433
31411
31412
31513
31568
31414
31565
31563
31438
31418
31419
31421
31572
31556
31537
31422A
31422B

Air force Inst Tech
Antioch S
Ashland Theological Sem.*
Ashland U
Athenaeum Ohio
Baldwin-W allace C
Belmont Tech C
Bluffton C
Bowling Green St U
C Mt St Joseph
C Wooster*
Capital U
Case West Reserve U
Cedarville C
Central Ohio Tech C
Central St U
Chartfield C
Cincin State Tech/CC
Clark St CC
Cleveland Inst Art
Cleveland Inst Music
Cleveland St U
Cncnnti C Mortry Sci
Columbus C Art & Des
Columbus St CC
Cuyahoga CC District
Cuyahoga CC Western Camp

City
Wright Patterson
Yellow Spring
Ashland
Ashland
Cincinnati
Berea
St.Clairsville
Bluffton
Bowling Green
Cincinnati
W ooster
Columbus
Cleveland
Cedarville
Newark
W ilberforce
Saint Martin
Cincinnati
Springfield
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Columbus
Columbus
Cleveland
Parma

No. of
Foreign
Students
Enrolled
46
9
74
103
2
92
0
24
577
67
155
47
1186
16
0
60
1
12
0
16
82
694
0
52
179
292
20

T uition/Fees
for 1995-96
$0.00
$17,376.00
$3,000.00
$12,474.00
$0.00
$12,270.00
$2,593.00
$10,620.00
$8,512.00
$10,600.00
$3,000.00
$13,700.00
$16,430.00
$8,004.00
$3,456.00
$6,432.00
$0.00
$5,724.00
$4,588.00
$12,200.00
$15,406.00
$6,722.00
$0.00
$10540.00
$4,320.00
$4,117.00
$4,117.00

C ontribution
from
Tuition/Fees
$0
19,485,980
222.000
1,284,822
0
1,128,840
0
254,880
4,911,424
710,200
465,000
643,900
19,485,980
128,064
0
385,920
0
68,688
0
195,200
1,263,068
4,665,068
0
548,080
773,280
1,202,164
82,340

NRC
31424
31425
31427
31426
31552
31521
31432
31433
31434
31435
31543
31437
31438
31440
31440A
31440B
31440C
31440E
31440F
31440G
31450
31548
31452
31453
31562
31454
31455
31456
31457
31564
31459
31460
31461
31461B
31464
31465
31540
31466
31559
31541
31467
31468
31469
31470
31471
31480
31480F

University
Defiance C
Denison U
Devry Inst Tech
Syke C
Edisom St CC
Franciscan U Steuben
Franklin U
Hebrew Union C*
Heidelberg C
Hiram C
Hocking Tech C
Jefferson Tech
John Carroll U
Kent St U
Kent St U, Ashtabula
Kent, St U, E Liverpl
Kent St U, Salem
Kent St U, Trumbull
Kent St U, Tuscaraws
Kent St U-Geauga
Kenyon C
Kettering C Med Arts
Lake Erie C
Lakeland CC
Lima Tech
Lorain County CC
Lourdes C
Marion Tech C
Marietta C
Marion Tech C
Medical C Ohio*
Methodist Theol Sch*
Miami U
Miami U-Middletown
Mt Union C
Mt Vernon Nazarene C
Muskigum Area T C
Muskigum C
North Central Tech C
Northwest State CC
Notre Dame C Ohio
Oberlin C
Ohio C Podiatric med*
Ohio Dominican C
Ohio Northern U
Ohio St U
Ohio St U Ag Tech In

City
Defiance
Granville
Columbus
Cleveland
Piqua
Steubenville
Columbus
Cincinnati
Tiffin
Hiram
Nelsonville
Steubenville
University Height
Kent
Ashtabula
East Liverpool
Salem
Warren
New Philadelphia
Burton Township
Gambier
Kettering
Painsville
Mentor
Lima
Elyria
Sylvania
Canton
Marietta
Marion
Toledo
Delaware
Oxford
Middletown
Alliance
Mount Vernon
Zanesville
New concord
Mansfield
Archbold
South Euclid
Oberlin
Cleveland
Columbus
Ada
Columbus
Wooster

No. of
Foreign
Students
Enrolled
9
70
40
1
140
209
6
40
20
151
0
27
436
0
0
0
0
0
36
7
3
13
9
5
10
21
1
130
0
342
0
68
7
10
22
0
0
5
156
13
107
66
3818
2

Tuition/Fees
for 1995-96
$10,850.00
$18,630.00
$5,280.00
$0.00
$3,750.00
$10,490.00
$4,610.00
$3,000.00
$14,606.00
$15,435.00
$6,426.00
$0.00
$12,390.00
$8,168.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$20,890
$5,066.00
$12,320.00
$4,911.00
$4,290.00
$5,369.00
$7,193.00
$10,345.00
$14,850.00
$3,836.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$10,240.00
$0.00
$13,480.00
$8,590.00
$2,910.00
$14,240.00
$0.00
$0.00
$10,000.00
$20,746.00
$3,000.00
$8,490.00
$16,950.00
$8,301.00
$9,696.00

Contribution
from
Tuition/Fees
97,650
1,304,100
211,200
0
3,750
1,468,600
963,490
18,000
584,240
308,700
970,326
0
334,530
3,561,248
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$752,040
$35,462
$36,960
$63,843
$0
$48,321
$35,965
$103,450
$311,850
$3,836
$390,000
$0
$3,502,080
$0
$916,640
$60,130
$29,100
$313,280
$0
$0
$50,000
$3,236,376
$39,000
$908,430
$1,118,700
$31,693,218
$19,392

NRC
31500
31500B
31510
31511
31546
31512
31550
31520
31558
31569
31519
31566
31522
31571
31401
31417C
31417
31423
31430
31514
31523
31524
31525
31526
31527
31529
31530
31574
31531
31534
31534A
31535
31536

University
Ohio U
Ohio U-Chillicothe
Ohio Wesleyan U
Otterbien C
Owens Community Coll
Pontifical c Joseph
Shawnee St U
Sinclair CC
Southern Ohio C
Southern St CC
St Mary Sem
Stark Tech C
Triffin U
Trinity Lutheran Sem*
U akron
U Cincin-Clemont C
U Cincinnati
U Dayton
U Findlay
U Rio Grande
U Toledo
Unted Theol Sem*
Urbana U
Ursuline C
Walsh C
W ilberforce U
W ilmington C
W inerbrenner Theo Sem*
W ittenberg U
W right St U
W right St U, Lake
Xavier U
Youngstown St U
STA TE T O T A L

* Estimate based on similar institutions

City
Athens
Chilicothe
Delaware
Westerville
Toledo
Columbus
Portsmouth
Dayton
Cincinnati
Hillsboro
Wickliffe
Canton
Tiffin
Columbus
Akron
Batavia
Cincinnati
Dayton
Findlay
Rio Grande
Toledo
Dayton
Urbana
Pepper pile
North Canron
Wilberforce
Wilmington
Findaly
Springfields
Dayton
Celina
Cincinnati
Youngstown

No. of
Foreign
Students
Enrolled
1090
1
145
27
16
0
10
115
6
2
0
2
36
3
863
1323
208
232
97
1430
28
2
1
55
6
3
94
304
1
148
107
16,161

Tuition/Fees
for 1995-96
$8,100.00
$7,020.00
$17,569.00
$13,611.00
$3,356.00
$5,587.00
$4,629.00
$3,420.00
$6,190,001
$4,952.00
$0.00
$3,293.00
$8,200.00
$3,000.00
$8,433.00
$0.00
$9,873.00
$12,810.00
$12,612.00
$11,061.00
$8,597.00
$3,000.00
$9,484.00
$10,410.00
$9,660.00
$7,350.00
$11,250.00
$3,000.00
$17,696.00
$6,858.00
$6,498.00
$12,270.00
$6,252.00

C o n tribution
from
Tuition/Fees
$8,829,000
$7,020
$2,547,505
$367,497
$53,696
$0
$46,290
$393,300
$37,140
$9,904
$0
$6,586
$295,200
$9,000
$7,277,679
$0
$13,061,979
$2,664,480
$2,925,984
$1,072,917
$12,293,710
$84,000
$18,968
$10,410
$531,300
$44,100
$0
$9,000
$1,663,424
$2,084,832
$6,498
$1,815,960
$668,964
$150,905,776

Spouse’s Contribution
Total Foreign Students
Proportion o f Married Students
Proportion o f Spouses in U.S.
Additional Expenses for a Spouse (% of Living
Expenses for 12-month Living Expenses for a
Student)
Nine-Month Estimated Living Expenses for all
Foreign Students
Spouses’ Contribution (No. o f Students*0.174*
0.85*0.35* Living Expenses for a Student)
Children’s Contribution
Additional Expense for a Child (% of living
expenses for a semester)
# o f Couples (# o f Students*0.174*0.85)
# o f Children (# o f Couples*3/5)
C hildren’s Contribution (Number of
couples*3/5*0.20*Living expense)
Total Contribution to State Economy by Foreign
Dependents

16,161
0.174
0.85
0.35
$ 127,267,875.00
$8,784,028.73

0.2
2390
1434
$3,011,666.99
$11,795,695.73

Table 3 O hio Board of R egents: N et C ontribution to State Econom y by Foreign S tudents
Contribution from Tuition & Fees to State Economy
(Exhibit A)
Twelve-Month Living Expenses for a Foreign
Student
Miscellaneous Expenses Excluding Health
Insurance
Health Insurance
Total Miscellaneous Expenses for a Foreign Student
Total # of Foreign Students
Total Contribution from Living and Miscellaneous
Expenses
Total contribution by Foreign Students
US Sources of Funds
Less: U.S. Support (21.9% o f total contribution
(including tuition, living, miscellaneous expenses))
Plus: Dependents’ Living Expenses
N et Contribution to State Economy by Foreign
Students and their Families

$150,905776
$10,500.00
$3,600
$537
$4,137.00
16161
$236,548,557
$387,454,333
).219
$84,852,499
$11,795,696
$314,397,530

The Board of Regents Chancellor Roderick G.W.Chu warned against demagoguery
when considering such students. A graduate student at Chu’s alma mater of Cornell

University left the country after obtaining his degree and later became president of Taiwan.
Since then, Cornell has reaped substantial benefits and business links from that one
graduate’s training, Chu said.” Overall, “the survey showed that about 71 percent of the
52,811 graduate students attending Ohio’s public universities are Ohio residents, 15 percent
are international students and 14 percent are from other states. But in programs such as
engineering, computer science, and math, more that half of graduate students are
international students. Jay Thomas, Wright State University’s associate provost for research
and dean of the school of graduate studies, commented that, “WSU needs to produce
graduates with advanced degrees in its engineering and science programs to keep local hightech industries competitive. Those local companies are happy to have a chance to hire these
international graduates. To build a wall around Ohio would hurt economic development
throughout the state” (Mark Fisher. Dayton Daily News, Feb. 13, 1999).
Given the number of years the Miami Valley area has hosted international students,
it has become necessary for studies to be conducted to understand the impact of
international students on the cultural and economic life of the area. It is hoped that the
study would provide city administrators and citizens with a strong reason for encouraging
the presence of foreigners in their midst, by providing assistance to universities and colleges
in the area to facilitate the assimilation of international students.
3.

DATA AND RESULTS

There are over five four-year colleges in Dayton and its environs, and each has
admitted students from abroad. Wright State University is the largest of these institutions,
and consequently has more foreign students than any of the other universities. The study

has therefore drawn its respondents from that university.
Methodology and Research Design
Given the aim of the research, care was taken to ensure that questions truly
reflected the researcher’s study interests which were to examine the financial contributions
of international students at both the graduate and undergraduate levels to the Dayton area.
Four of the pretest respondents were graduate students, while six were undergraduates. The
results of the pre-test showed that the questions were well understood and answerable.
Therefore, no changes had to be made to the survey design.
Of the ten pre-test results, seven or 70 percent were financially assisted by friends
and relations in their respective countries, while three or 30 percent of them received
financial help from family outside of Dayton. None of the respondents had jobs in the
city, and all live off campus, that is, housing not provided by Wright State University.
Source of the Data
In order to ascertain the number of foreign students on the Wright State University
campus, this researcher sought and obtained the list of students admitted to the university
for the academic year beginning in September 1998. The list contained 414 students at both
the graduate and undergraduate levels spread among the various departments of the
university's main and branch campuses. It was from this list that a sample of 120 students
was drawn, and questionnaires were mailed to them given the length of time assigned for
the collection of data, (the whole of the first quarter).
Of the 120 surveys mailed out, 89 were returned. This was a high response rate as it
represented 74 percent of respondents. This high response rate did not necessitate mailing

reminders to those who had not returned their responses. Of this number twenty-seven (30
percent) of the respondents were undergraduate students, while sixty-two or 70 percent were
graduate students. Fifty-three or 85 percent of the graduate students were in the first year of
study while nine or 15 percent were in their second year of study at Wright State.
Of the 27 undergraduate students who responded to the questionnaire, sixteen or 59
percent were first year students, while 22 percent second year, and 4.15 percent were in their
third year. There were three or 11 percent who were seniors.
The Instrument
The instrument had 10 questions. The first three questions dealt with the student's
status at the university, including his/her economic and social background. The balance
of the questionnaire dealt with the various themes as contained in the study (Appendix
A).
Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were proposed for the study:
1. International students expend most of their financial resources in the region in which
they reside. It is the argument of this researcher that because students spend a greater
part of their time in these areas, restricting their travels to periods of short duration, the
bulk of their expenditures is spent in the regions.
2. The Majority of the income held by international students is derived from external
sources.

This argument is bome by statements made in previous sections of this

presentation to the effect that foreign students are funded for the most part by
international institutions, their home governments, families and friends.

3. Most international students seek employment within the region or states they reside after
graduation. As stated elsewhere in this paper, research evidence suggests that many
foreign graduates find it hard to return home after graduating from U.S. schools. Many
would prefer to work for a while in the country in order to return home with some basic
comforts (Lester 1998).
At the time of the survey, figure 1 below shows that, 11 percent of undergraduate
respondents had spent greater than two years in the United States, as opposed to 8 percent of
graduate students. Nineteen percent of undergraduate students had spent between a year
and two years in the United States, while 8 percent of graduate students been similarly
situated. Four percent of undergraduate students and 6 percent of graduate students had
spent a year in the United States. Those who had lived in the United States for less than six
months were 67 percent of undergraduate students, and 79 percent of graduate students
(Figure 1).
F ig u re 1 Time in the United States
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Fifteen percent of undergraduate respondents spent less than $7,600, as opposed to
32 percent of graduate students. Fifteen percent of undergraduate students spent up to
$9,000 while 11 percent of graduate students reported spending that amount of money.
Thirty-three percent of undergraduate students spent up to $15,000 while 23 percent of
graduate students spent that much. As for those who spent over $15,000, 37 percent were
under graduate respondents, while 34 percent of graduate students spent that much, a one
percentage increase over undergraduate students (Figure 2).

F ig u re 2: T uition and Living Expenses
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Source of Income
As to their sources of income, 59 percent of undergraduate students reported that
relatives outside Dayton provided them with their living expenses. Sixty-three percent of
graduate students indicated that this assistance came from relatives outside Dayton. Dayton

relatives of international students only supported 19 percent of undergraduate respondents,
and supported 5 percent of graduate students. The home governments of international
students supported 74 percent of undergraduate students, while 3 percent of graduate
students relied on these governments for their finances at Wright State University.
Employment within the Dayton metropolitan area provided financial support to 4 percent of
undergraduate students, while 27 percent of graduate respondents derived their funding
from work, much of it on the campus of Wright State University. Nineteen percent of
undergraduate students indicated that they were supported financially from other sources, as
opposed to 24 percent of graduate students. The research did not seek any explanation for
the sources of funds under the category of Other.

Figure 3 Sources of Income
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Nineteen percent of undergraduate students reported deriving up to 20 percent of
their income from outside the Dayton area, while 27 percent of graduate students reported
deriving that amount of their income from outside the Dayton area. Seven percent of under
graduate respondents stated that they brought between 21 percent and 50 percent of their
income, while 13 percent of graduate students made similar claims.
As for those who derived between 51 percent and 80 percent of their income from
external sources, only 4 percent of undergraduates and 13 percent of graduate students
stated this in their responses. However, a majority of both categories o f respondents (70
percent of undergraduate students, and 47 percent of graduate respondents) reported
deriving between 81 percent and 100 percent of their income from external sources. This
verifies the position expressed in this research and other documents that international
students contribute financially to the cities in which they reside.

By far, parents and

relatives outside the Dayton area contributed the most to the income of both graduate and
undergraduate students.
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EMPLOYMENT AFTER GRADUATION
While 19 percent of graduate students said they would definitely like to work in
Dayton, only 7 percent of undergraduate students expressed the intention of seeking jobs in
the area. Thirty-seven percent of undergraduate students expressed some interest in seeking
jobs in the Dayton area, while 44 percent of graduate students expressed a similar view.
Twenty-two percent of undergraduates and 31 percent of graduate students said they would
probably not seek work in the Dayton area. Thirty-three percent of undergraduate students
reported that they would definitely not seek employment within the city, while only 6
percent of graduate students shared that view (Figure 5).
Figure 5 Students Interested in W orking in Dayton after G raduation
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As for seeking employment in the state of Ohio, 15 percent of undergraduate
students said they would definitely seek employment within the state, while a higher
percentage of graduate students (24 percent) indicated a willingness to seek employment in
Ohio. Forty percent of under graduates indicated a “somewhat” view while 48 percent of
graduate students gave the somewhat response. Twenty-two and twenty-three percent of
both undergraduate and graduate students said they would probably not seek employment in
Ohio, while 26 percent of undergraduate and 5 percent of graduate students responded that

they would definitely not seek employment in the state of Ohio (Figure 6).
F igure 6 Students In terested in W o rk in g in O hio a fte r G ra d u a tio n
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Employment at Wright State University
At the time of the survey, 4 percent of undergraduate students were employed full
time at Wright State University, while 13 percent of graduate students had full time
employment. Seven percent of undergraduate students were employed part time, while 34
percent of graduate students had this type o f employment.

Eighty-nine percent of

undergraduate students had no employment on the campus while 53 percent o f graduate
students reported not being employed on any of the campus of the university (Figure 7).
Figure 7 S tu d en ts E m ployed a t W rig h t S tate U niversity
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None of the respondents reported being employed off- campus (Figure 8).
Figure 8 Students Employed O ff-Cam pus
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One hundred percent of undergraduate students earned less than $700 a month from
employment, while 92 percent of graduates made a similar amount of money. Thirteen
percent of graduate students made over $700 a month (Figure 9).

Figure 9 W ages P e r M onth ($)
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Economic Development Impact Multiplier
According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, economic planning for public and
private sector projects is only effective at state and area levels through systematic analysis
of the economic impacts of the projects and programs on the effected regions. This in turn
must take into account inter-industry relationships within regions because those
relationships largely determine how regional economies respond to project and program
changes. Consequently, regional input output multipliers that account for inter-industry
relationships within regions are useful tools for regional economic impact analysis.
In the mid 1970’s, the Bureau of Economic analysis (BEA) completed the
development of a method for estimating regional multipliers known as RIMS (Regional
Industrial Multiplier system). This was based on the work of Gamick and Drake, but this
contribution was enhanced in the 1980’s by BEA tagged RIMS II (Regional input output
modeling system). The book in which RIMS II was published has since been revised, and
in the new edition, BEA makes use of more recent data and improved methodology.
RIMS II is based on an accounting framework called an 1-0 table. This table shows
for each industrial distribution of inputs purchased and output sold. It is widely used in both
the public and private sectors. In the public sector, the Department of Defense uses RIMS II
multipliers to estimate the regional impacts of changes in defense expenditures. The Florida
department of transportation uses RIMS II multipliers to estimate the regional impacts of
constructing and operating transportation facilities. Private sector analysts, consultants, and
economic development practitioners rely on RIMS II multipliers for estimating the regional
impacts on a variety of projects, the most typical of which is a new construction project.

Although this researcher does not use the 1-0 table, conclusions of this study are drawn
from the multipliers suggested by the 1-0 table. This is because RIMS II can easily
incorporate project-specific data supplied by users that can improve the accuracy of the
multiplier estimates.
International Student Spending in the Dayton Area
Indeed, W.S.U. International students add to the economic activity in the Dayton area. The
standard cost of living budgets show what students spend while they attend college. These
budgets cover the cost of books, supplies, commuting, meals and other living costs
associated with attending college. See Table 4.
Table 4 S tandard Cost-of-Living Budget in the F irst Y ear F or students surveyed

Housing
Food
Tuition
Clothing
Entertainment
Utilities
Books/supplies
Health Insurance
Transportation
Total
Grand Total

■■ ■ ■
" ' sf —
Graduate I s year Undergraduate 1 year
$ 175,802
$ 93,300
82,750
34,400
606,100
227,000
36,850
18,500
28,940
14,700
47,740
14,150
39,560
11,360
37,245
10,970
50,840
14,050
$1,105,827
$438,430
$ 1,544,257
Budgetary Allocation

From the table below, it could be surmised that during the 1998-99 academic
sessions, each international student at Wright State University spent on the average
$17,037.50 in his/her first year at the school, $10,733 or 63 percent of this, income having
been derived from outside the Dayton area. $6,304.50 has been derived from the Dayton
area, from relatives, campus and off campus employment. These figures were derived by

taking into account the percentage o f graduate and under graduate students who claimed to
have derived their sources of income from outside the city of Dayton, (67 percent
undergraduates and 61 percent graduate students). Nineteen percent or $3,236.84 of that
total was spent on housing power and utilities while the balance of $13,800 was spent on
tuition, entertainment, food, clothing books and supply, health insurance and transportation.
It must be noted however, that the international students’ office at Wright State will not
issue a form 1-20 to a foreign student until he/she has ample proof of money in a bank to
cover his/her expenses during the academic year.

Since respondents argued that a

proportion of their income was derived from the Dayton area, (19 percent of undergraduate
respondents, and 5 percent of graduate respondents), it could be argued that this was
factored in the affidavit of support provided the international students office prior to being
admitted for a course of study at Wright State University.
T able 5 Economic C ontribution o f W rig h t S tate University International S tu d en ts

Grads

Undergrads.

Total

Total Money spent in one year (by survey
$1,105,8271
respondents)
Total survey respondents
62

$438,430

$1,544,257

27

Average expenses per year per student

$17,836

$16,238

Average expenditures from outside the area
Total International student enrollment
Total expenditure

286
$5,101,096

128
$2,078,464

89
$17,037
(average)
$10,733.00
414
$7,179,560

Multiplier for spending from outside sources is .9456 $10,733.00 * .9456 = $4,201,737.7m
Multiplier for total income is .2584

$10,733 * .2584 +$4,443,048 = $4,445,821m

Total Economic Impact: $ 4.4 million
These student expenses alone account for $4.4 million in revenue to the community in

Direct Impact -Export Based Theory
According to Dr. Blair, “ in an export based theory, a local economy must increase
its monetary in-flows in order to grow. The only effective way to increase monetary in
flow is to increase exports by way of selling resources, transfer payment, outside
investment and exports”. Dr. Blair further emphasis that, “Cities grow by adding or Cities
grow because they export”(Blair 1995). This theory is popular with economic
development officials because it has straightforward policy implications and is relatively
easy to operate. However, the theory has some major problems or criticism. A few of
them are: it places too much emphasis on export, productivity improvement is growth,
exports may always be exogenous, particularly in the long run, the theory may have more
explanatory power for small regions than for larger ones, it ignores inter-regional feed
back, it implies that additional local services will respond only to an increase in local
demand, and the value of the export-base multiplier will change over time. Above all, the
assumption that all exports affect the local economy alike is an over simplification.
Judging by this theory, the United States can be said to have made tremendous gains in
the exportation of its educational institutions and curricula. As stated earlier in this study,
education was the fifth largest sector export for 1998. One is therefore not surprised when
the table above shows that international students at Wright State University caused this
much spending of $4.4 million dollars ($4.4 million) for 1998 academic year, and $4.2
million of which was derived from sources outside of the Dayton area.

Social Qualitative Impact of International Students
This study has not examined the social and qualitative impact of international
students on the city of Dayton, but other scholars could argue from research that the
presence of international students in any community increases the diversity of cultures in the
region. Their participation as researchers and employees of local industries impact the
economic wellbeing of these communities. In Dayton, the international festival celebrated
annually during spring is peopled by foreign students from all area colleges, including
foreign graduates who have chosen to reside in the area.

Wright State University

compliments this festival with one o f its own, the International Friendship Affair, drawing
the bulk of participants from among its foreign students. These two festivals, and other
events in Dayton help to promote international understanding, and provide businesses with
a pool o f international human talent and expertise. An anthropological study o f the city is
bound to bear out this argument on the qualitative impact of international students on the
community.
The Long Run
As colleges and universities in the Miami valley area expand their academic
programs, the study argues that there will be a definite need to increase the enrollment of
foreign students to these schools. This is because the strengths of any academic program
can be measured by the number and quality of students that impact the global economy.
According to open doors (1998-99), NAFSA (national Association of Foreign Students
Advisors) estimate conservatively that foreign students and their dependents contributed
more than $11 billion dollars to the U.S. economy in the academic year 1998-99. Other

estimates vary: The Open Door report identifies an economic gain to the U.S. of as much as
$13 billion.

The variation is explained by the different assumptions used to estimate

expenditures in cases of incomplete data.

With an increase in foreign student enrollment,

the state of Ohio and indeed the city of Dayton will profit substantially in economic terms
from their participation in city life. According to Wright state University authorities, based
on data from the nationally recognized organization, the Institute of International Education
(IIE) the state of Ohio international education consortium estimates that foreign students
bring an additional $356,339,439 annually to the Ohio economy (Letter to Ohio reps, and
senators, written by Wright State University president, Dr. Kim Goldenburg, revised
January 18 2000).
4.Policy Implications
My study has argued that foreign students are a boon to any city that embraces them.
Aside from enriching the socio-cultural environment of the city, foreign students provide
businesses with know-how and human resources, invariably improving the human resources
industry can draw from.
Unfortunately, in spite of these notable advantages, the United States does not have
a national plan for strengthening or even maintaining the flow of foreign students and
scholars. According to International Educator (Fall 1999) the absence of a cohesive policy
by the federal government has resulted in immigration and exchange laws that are
unnecessarily burdensome. Regulations are often unclear and contradictory, while program
implementation continuously shift. One is tempted to agree with the Fall 1999 issue from
the International Educator, when was suggested that U.S. immigration laws do not favor

According to a web author Ada Chan (1998), U.S. immigration laws are governed
by the Immigration and Nationality Act. They are complex and ever changing. In 1990,
Congress enacted a number of amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA),
namely the Immigration of 1990. According to Chan, because this Act changes many of the
earlier INA provisions, it is the most significant revision of immigration laws in history.
One of the most apparent changes of the Act is the overall increase of immigrants on
worldwide basis. The Act establishes the quota of 700,000 each year for 1992, 1993 and
1994.

Thereafter, it reduces the limit to 675,000 annually. This is designed to attract

immigrants with skills, education, and money to immigrate to the U.S. In addition, the Act
places special emphasis on the grounds for deportation. For example, under the marriage
fraud Act, marriages which are entered into during a deportation proceeding must be in
good faith. Couples must show “clear and convincing evidence” that they did not get
married for the purpose of evading immigration laws. The Marriage Fraud Act also places a
conditional status on the alien spouse for the first two years after the approval o f his /her
U.S. resident status. This provision of the law is designed mainly to deter marriage frauds.
Another notable difference in the Act is the changes in the allotments o f the
employment-related visas. The new law replaces the old third and sixth preferences with
only five classifications. Chan notes that the first employment preference allocates about 28
percent of the total number of employment-based visas for “priority workers.” These are
workers who possess extraordinary abilities and can make significant contribution to their
fields. For example scholars, multi-national executive, professors, etc.

The second employment-based preference noted by Chan also allocates about 28
percent of the employment visas for those who have an advanced degree or are alien with
exceptional ability in science or arts. This new second preference mostly replaces the old
third preference for professionals. The new third preference replaces the old sixth
preference and combines professionals with baccalaureate degrees, skilled and unskilled
workers. The Act limits 10,000 visas for this category. The forth employment-based
preferences allocate 10,000 visas for religious workers and employees of the U.S. mission
in Hong Kong.
Finally, according to chan, the fifth preference; “Employment Creation” was created
to encourage aliens who will invest at least $1 million in a business and employ at least 10
U.S. workers would benefit the U.S. economy. One of the major changes brought about by
the Immigration Act of 1990 is the refocusing of U.S. Immigration goals. This Act
principally benefits those aliens who will improve the U.S. economy. Traditionally, the laws
favored those who were family members of other U.S. immigrants. Since the Act, emphasis
has been placed upon those who are educated and have certain job skills. In addition, the
Act has significantly modified the grounds for exclusion and deportation.
Students, who genuinely want to study in the United States, generally come in
through the F-l visa. However, because of the volume of work involved in processing this
visa, many are turned off by the process, thus depriving the U.S. economy of much financial
and human talent. It would appear, however, that the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service and the Congress are yet to recognize this problem, for universities continue to
decry the hurdles foreign students must face in order to successfully complete their studies

in the United States. For example, in n January 18,2000, the president of Wright State
University responded to an INS proposed Ruled (INS No. 1991-99) authorizing Collection
of the Fee Levied on F, J and M Nonimmigrant Classifications Under Public Law 104-208.
Dr. Goldenberg expressed his concern about the proposed new INS regulations published in
the Federal register on December 21, 1999. He said, these regulations would impact a
significant number of the international students currently attending colleges and universities
in the State or Ohio.
The proposed $ 95 fee and especially the proposed collection method are not good
for the nation or the State of Ohio. He further stressed that the imposition of the
responsibility to collect this fee on the shoulders of U.S. colleges and universities sets a
precedent which these institutions find unacceptable.

In joining the institutions across the U.S. to strongly oppose this rule, Dr.
Goldenberg argued that the rule is inappropriate, costly, anti-competitive, administratively
burdensome and inefficient, and unenforceable. This policy sets a dangerous precedent for
higher education because it would require schools to act as collection agents for the federal
government; which Dr. Goldenberg felt is inappropriate activity for universities. According
to him, the responsibility of schools is to administer F-l and J-l programs to assist the INS
through comprehensive advising of students and exchange visitors and through notification
procedures to the INS. He said in his letter that fee collection should not be part o f this
assistance. Collection will significantly increase costs for higher education institutions,
resulting in higher costs to all students, including U.S. students. For example, at Wright

State, the International student services staff is small in number and stretched to the limit for
the population of international students they serve. According to Dr. Goldenberg, for WSU
to implement this new fee, they would have to hire a new half-time support person at a cost
of $ 13,700 (salary & benefits). As a result, the proposed fee collection system will further
undermine the competitive position of the United States in the international student market.
As a result, U.S. institutions will have fewer resources to invest in attracting
international students at the same time the countries such as Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, and others are making investments that are increasing their share of international
students. Dr. Goldenberg agrees with Open Doors when the journal argues that the rule
will thus directly threaten the $ 13 billion contribution that foreign students make to the
U.S. economy in the 1998 /1999 academic year (Open doors 98/99). It does not seem
prudent to take measures such as this proposed $ 95 fee which may make study in the U.S.
less attractive to foreign students and thereby jeopardize this source of revenue for Ohio
and the nation.
How to Attract and Retain International Students
As you can see from the preceding chapters, international students are a boon to a
city’s economy. They also add to the quality of cultural diversity in the area, a factor for the
promotion of international understanding, and sound global business practice. With this in
mind, steps should be taken to not only attract foreign students, but sustain their continued
participation in community social and economic life.
First of all, colleges and universities must develop and sustain strong academic
programs that meet widely accepted international standards.

These programs must be

widely advertised in international journals and newspapers, aside from the catalogues and
brochures printed by universities and colleges.
Given the number of foreign students graduated by universities and colleges in
Ohio, and the city of Dayton in particular, institutions of higher learning in the area must
maintain links with those who have returned to their countries with a view to encouraging
them to persuade individuals of college material to patronize their alma mater. It becomes
necessary then to strengthen all institutional publications through better funding, and
professional staffers, in order that articles which speak to the needs of international students
for quality education could be produced and distributed widely.
A student’s success in college could be measured by his/her interaction with
members of the community. While it could be argued that foreign students must express a
desire to know about and participate in the social life of their host communities, the
communities themselves must espouse programs and attitudes that embrace the foreigner.
Programs such as the Dayton International Festival, or “A World A’fair”, should be actively
supported by the community, for it is one way of not only attracting international students,
but would sustain their participation in and enjoyment of Dayton’s city life.

Besides,

organizations such as the Dayton International Festival or “A World A’fair must expand on
its programs, and encourage active participation by Dayton residents, in order that they can
see reason to welcome the foreigners in their midst.
The U.S. culture should provide a welcoming environment for international
students, with the availability of affordable housing, especially to married students. Such
accommodation must be close to the social centers of the community, such as malls,

schools, and hospitals. With housing, comes the need for adequate transportation to enable
students get to and from various parts of the city, especially buildings housing their
academic programs.
A barrier to the recruitment of foreign students could be found in the steep fees
charged by U.S. colleges. According to Will Lester, the U.S. share of students studying
abroad has dropped from 40 percent to 30 percent over the last fifteen years as a result of
high tuition costs. Countries such as Britain, Canada, France and Germany have lured
foreign students with reduced tuition costs. Universities often charge half of the $20,000 a
year levied by most private universities in the United States.

One would therefore

encourage universities and colleges in the Miami valley area to develop strategies for
helping students meet with rising tuition fees. Businesses in our cities must be willing to
help out in this regard, either by offering scholarships to international students, or providing
jobs to needy international students to enable them complete their courses of study.
Linking with Business
Areas, which have drawn the highest enrollment in international students, are
engineering and the sciences. Gradates of this program often return home to impact the
technological know-how of their respective countries. Their links to businesses in their
alma mater not only enhances the bottom line of the business communities, but their
academic institutions stand to benefit financially from the activities of these returning
graduates. It is therefore incumbent on area colleges and universities to partner with area
businesses to develop programs which would attract foreign students to the city of Dayton
and its environs. Cornell University is one institution that has benefited from the patronage

of one of its foreign graduates, the president of Taiwan (Dayton Daily newspaper February
13 1999). Wilberforce University has been a beneficiary of the patronage o f one of its
graduates, the late president of Malawi, Dr. Kamuzu Banda. His financial contributions
have helped to keep the university solvent.
5.

SUMMARY

As you can see from the preceding chapters, the aim of this study has been to
examine the contributions of international students to the economy of the United States. In
particular, the study has focused attention on the economic benefits that have accrued to the
Dayton area. This study was prompted by scholarly documents suggesting that foreign
students play significant roles in the socioeconomic life of the countries in which they
reside.
Again, as has been stated, although students from other countries have been
studying in the United States since the inception o f higher education, it was not until the end
of the second world war, did the country begin to witness an influx of foreign students into
its academic programs. Indeed, after the first world war, scholars were beginning to argue
that there could be no lasting peace without greater understanding between nations, and that
the strongest basis for fostering such understanding could be found in international
education exchange (Knowles 1992). Consequently the institute of International Education
was founded in 1919 for this purpose. It met a real need for a central point o f contact and
source of information. In 1946, the institute began its administration of the graduate student
component of the Fullbright program, the largest program still active today. In the 1950's,
IIE became increasingly involved with assisting the developing world, managing programs

concerned with public administration, food research, family planning and other
development related fields. The countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America remained the
principle beneficiaries of these projects. In the 1960's HE established overseas offices in
these continents to meet growing needs for information about U.S. higher education.
Wright State University
Wright State University, one of five area colleges in the Miami Valley Area, could
be said to have begun admitting foreign students shortly after its inception in 1964. At the
time of the study, the university admitted more students than any of its competitors, the
University of Dayton, Central State University, etc.

It was for this reason that it was

decided to draw a sample of students to be studied from the university. Besides, situated in
downtown Dayton, most students benefited directly or indirectly from the social and
economic life of the Dayton area.
To respond to the research question, what is the financial contribution to the city of
Dayton by international students, a survey o f 120 foreign students drawn from Africa, Asia
and Latin American was administered in the Fall of 1998. (See Appendix A for the survey
questionnaire.) This researcher considers the number of questionnaires returned as high, (74
percent), for there was no need to mail another batch of questions. Both graduate and under
graduate male and female students participated in the study.
As you can see from the table, and the discussion in the previous chapters, the bulk
of money owned by international students at Wright State is derived from external sources.
For example, while 59 percent of undergraduate students state that relatives outside the city
of Dayton financed their stay at Wright State University, 62 percent of graduates indicated a

similar response to the question.

Students, who must augment their incomes while at

Wright State University, often find work within the campus. A small percentage seeks
employment within the city (1 percent of undergraduate students, and 29 percent of graduate
students.)
On the whole international students at Wright State spent $4.4 million during the
research period, of which $4.2 million was income derived from sources outside the Dayton
area
Dayton and the State of Ohio
While students responded that they would seek employment within Ohio, only 19 percent
of graduate students responded that they would definitely like to work in Dayton. Only 6
percent of undergraduate students said they would seek for jobs in the city. It is suggested
in this study that perhaps the city has not done enough to attract and retain students at jobs,
hence this low figure of potential workers from among graduating international students.
This researcher did not seek to know the number of foreign students who eventually
returned home following their graduation from Wright State University. However, it could
be argued that the fact that there was a small percentage of students, graduate or
undergraduate wishing to seek employment in the Dayton area, Ohio and the United States,
indicates that most students returned home. This is because aside from those sponsored
exclusively by parents or guardians either in the United States or in their home countries,
others who are funded by government and or specialized agencies, generally have to return
to fulfil contractual obligations. After all, they were sent abroad to train for skills not
available at tertiary institutions in their countries, yet vital to the smooth functioning of

socio-political and economic activity back there. These funding institutions generally apply
pressure on students to abide by the contracts they signed prior to travelling abroad for
study.
Conclusion
As a result of the study, this researcher has drawn the following conclusions: First,
Wright State university and the city of Dayton must take steps to attract and retain
international students, for they bring tremendous economic and cultural benefits to the areas
in which they reside.

This must come in the form of better accommodation, positive

attitudes among city dwellers to strangers among them and adequate transportation for
international students to and from areas of vital importance to their livelihood.
Second, Wright State University should expand the number of course offerings if
many international students are to select the university as a haven for cherished academic
life.

Complaints from students indicate that the university must pay attention to fees,

lowering them to enable students take advantage of its academic programs.
Students must not only be able to profit from the theoretical perspectives of the
courses they undertake at Wright State University, they must also experience the practical
consequences of their education. It is therefore, suggested by the study that the university
must partner with businesses in the city of Dayton to enable students find jobs which match
the programs they study. That makes for a more meaningful academic and social existence.
It would also improve on their budgets, and strengthen their knowledge and experience.
In its attempts to recruit and retain international students, the study recommends that
Wright State University fund its alumni relations programs so that it could meet the needs

of its foreign graduates for information about the extracurricular events on at Wright State
University campuses. This would not only attract foreign students, but would increase the
coffers of the university, and improve business links between the city of Dayton and the
countries in which foreign graduates of Wright State University are based. The researcher
has noted the contributions of the president of Taiwan to his alma mater, Cornell University
in Ithaca New York.
The study has noted the involvement of international students in the social activity
of the Dayton area. Further qualitative study should be conducted to study the impact of
international students on the process of diversifying the cultures of the city o f Dayton. The
study however, notes that international students do add to the quality of social and cultural
life in the areas in which they reside. For example, foreign students increase diversity in the
student body, teach U.S. students about other countries and cultures, and constitute a critical
source of graduate students and faculty in the world’s finest university system. Foreign
students also infuse dollars into the U.S. economy. Foreign student expenditures in the
United States total S 7 billion annually. Three-quarters of foreign student funding comes
from sources outside the United States, including personal and family income and home
government funding. Foreign student’s boost local economies in the United States by
generating new jobs, depositing money in local banks, and purchasing U.S. made products
and services. Foreign students represent geographical areas that will be important business
partners of the United States in the future. Educating them, therefore, will help their
countries develop. Americans can also learn from them how to better serve our increasingly
diverse domestic population.

United States students who study abroad prepare themselves for living in an increasingly
interdependent world where knowledge of other countries and communication skills are
highly valued and critical to our nation’s future. I agreed with people whom I spoke with
during this research.. They felt the U.S. should seek the development of effective study
abroad programs that will increase and diversify the base of student participation as well as
to encourage U.S. students to study in areas of the world about which we know dangerously
little. Bill Bradley, former democratic presidential candidate in the 2000 elections once said,
“the most important thing we can do is to conduct successful exchange programs.”

APPENDIX A

Questionnaire
This survey is designed to determine the economic impact of Wright State
University incoming international students on the Dayton local economy. The purpose
is to investigate by how much the International Students at Wright State University
contribute to the Dayton area local economy. This exercise will be achieved through a
survey to be conducted among International Students on the main campus of Wright State
University, Dayton, Ohio. FALL 1998.
1.

W h at is your status a t W.S.U.? ( C heck one of the following):
(a)

(b)

2.

3a.

U n d e rg ra d u a te
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
G ra d u a te
1st year
2nd year

How long have you been studying in the U.S.?
(a )____ more than 2 years
(b )____ 1-2 years
(c )____ less than 1 year
(d )____ less than 6 m onths
A re you m arried o r Single? M arried
Single
?
(b)
How m any children? 0, 1,2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.( Please circle one)
(c)
Are your children in the D ayton a re a ? Yes No____

4a.
W hat is the total am o u n t of money you expect to spend on tuition and living expense du rin g
the next twelve m onths of studies a t W.S.U.
(a )___less than $ 5,000
(b )___$ 5,000-7,600
(c )___ $ 7,600-9,000
(d )___$ 10,000-15,000
(e )___$ 15,500- 20,000
(f)___more than $ 20,000
4b.
W hat portion of these expense will be paid for with money from sponsors outside the U.S. (
Please check one which is closest to am ount)
(a )___100%
(b )__ 90 %
(c )___80 %
(d )__ 70 %
(e )___60 %
(f)___50 %
(g )__ 40 %
(h )__ 30 %

(I)__ 20 %
0 )___10 %
(k)__ 0 %
4c.
W ill you continue to receive y o u r living expense and tuition m oney in the sam e m a n n e r in
the next y ear o f study? ( check the a p p ro p ria te one(s) )
(a )
Yes grant will almost certainly be renew ed
(b )__ No grant is good for only one year.
(c )___grant is conditional with likely renewal
(d )__ grant conditional but renewal unlikely
(e )__ There is a possibility o f securing other sources o f funding.
4d.

In d icate sources of y o u r incom e
(a )__ Parents and other non U.S. relatives not living in the Dayton area
(b )__ Parents and other relatives living in the D ayton area
(c )__ Scholarships from their hom e governm ent
(d )__ Work
(e )__ Other

4e.

W h at percentage of incom e do you get from sources outside th e D ayton a re a ?
(a )__ 1 00%
(b )__ 90 %
(c )__ 80 %
(d )___ 70 %
(e )__ 60 %
(f)___50 %
(g )__ 40 %
(h )__ 30 %
(I)___20 %
( j )___ i o %

(k)__ 0 %
5.

How m uch o f this money do you plan to spend on (give am o u n t o r p ercentage)
(a)
Housing $_______ o r ______ %
(b)
Food $___________or______ %
(c)
Tuition $_________Or______ %
(d)
Clothing $_______ or______ %
(e)
Entertainment $
or______%
(f)
Utilities $____________ or____ %
(g)
Books/Supplies $______ or________%
(h)
Health insurance $__________ or_________ %
(I)
Transportation $___________ or__________ %

6.

Did you invest any of the m oney?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

7a.

Yes o r___ No. If yes, how m uch m oney in

Savings account $
or____%
Certificate o f Deposit $______ or_______%
U.S. Treasury notes $_________ or_______ %
Stocks & bonds $____________ or________ %
Futures $____________ or________________ %
Other $_____________ or_________________ %

W hen you g ra d u a te would you like to get a jo b in th e Dayton a re a ?
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(a )____Definitely
(b )
Somewhat
(c )____Probably not
(d )___ Definitely not
7b.

W hen you g rad u ate would you like to get a job in the S tate of Ohio?
(a )
Definitely
(b )___ Somewhat
(c )
Probably not
(d )___ Definitely not

8a.

A re you currently employed on W .S.U. cam pus? If yes
(a )__ Full-time?
(b )__ Part-time?
(c )__ No
A re you currently em ployed off cam pus? If yes
(a )___ Full-time?
(b )___ Part-time?
(c )___ No

8b.

9.

W ho is your em ployer?____________________ com pany______________ indicate if m ore th an
one em ployer. W h at do you do in y o u r jo b ? ( brief list)

( 1)
(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
10.

W h at a re your wages p e r m onth (before taxes)
(a )__ less than $ 100
(b )__$ 100-300
(c )__ $ 301-500
(d )__$ 501-700
(e )__ $ 701-900
(f)___ $901-1,000
(g )__ $ 1,000 & above
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